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1. This actor played against type as Jay, who is hired to kidnap the bride Samira from her ceremony
in Pakistan in 2018's The Wedding Guest. After playing each other's love interests in their film debut,
this actor and Frieda Pinto dated for six years. A much-delayed A24 release casts this actor as the
Arthurian knight Sir (*) Gawain (gah-"WAYNE"). This actor, who played the long-lost son Saroo in the 2016
film Lion, starred in an Armando Iannucci film based on a Charles Dickens novel. The Green Knight and an
adaptation of David Copperfield star, for 10 points, what British-Indian actor who rose to fame as the quiz
show contestant Jamal Malik (MAH-lick) in Slumdog Millionaire?
ANSWER: Dev Patel <Vopava>

2. In an Inside Amy Schumer sketch, Amy stumbles upon Tina Fey and Patricia Arquette celebrating
this woman's last day of  being attractive. On a show that CBS canceled in 2010, this woman played
a gym owner who enters into a fake lesbian green card marriage with Barb, played by Wanda
Sykes. This actress has won more (*) Emmys than any other woman in TV history. Anna Chlumsky
played Amy Brookheimer, an aide to actress's character on an endlessly acclaimed HBO political comedy.
For 10 points, name this actress who played the title roles on The New Adventures of  Old Christineand Veep.
ANSWER: Julia Louis-Dreyfus [or Julia Scarlett E. Louis-Dreyfus Hall; prompt on partial last names]
<Vopava>

3. Colin Campbell meets the Time Corps after fleeing to this location with Gwen in Robert
Heinlein's The Cat Who Walks Through Walls. According to the opening line of  M. T. Anderson's
Feed, this place seems like fun, but it turns out "to completely suck." Jazz uncovers a conspiracy
centered on the invention ZAFO in a city in this non-Mars location in Andy Weir's 2017 novel (*)
Artemis. The short story "The Sentinel" and the novel 2001: A Space Odyssey by Arthur C. Clarke both
concern the unearthing of  an alien artifact in this location. For 10 points, what non-Earth location, per the
title of  Robert Heinlein's 1966 novel, Is a Harsh Mistress?
ANSWER: Earth's Moon [or Luna; accept moon colony or moon base or any answer indicating the
Moon; accept The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress; prompt on space or outer space before "Harsh"] <Vopava>

4. In a remix, Swae Lee describes this person as "passport stamped, miss international." In a
music video, this woman is played by BreAnna Bell and serves a stand-in for characters from,
among others, 50 First Dates and Pulp Fiction. This Malibu native is met at a "party in the hills"
and is said to only like "cocaine and (*) Whole Foods." This woman has an affinity for foreign cars
according to the line "If  you ain't got a foreign, then she laugh at you." The claim "all she wanna do is party
all night" is made about, for 10 points, what title woman of  a viral song by Arizona Zervas?
ANSWER: Roxanne <Maharjan>

5. In an early Arrow episode, an addictive narcotic with this name is manufactured by a villain
known as "The Count." The skyscraper Rizzleton Tower is the location of  a map of  this name from
the Counter Strike series. The comic book series Hellblazer and The (*) Sandman were published under
a now defunct, more mature imprint of  DC Comics with this name. A U2 song with this title begins with
Bono weirdly counting "Uno, dos, tres, catorce!" The "dolly zoom" was a shot first used in an Alfred
Hitchcock movie named after, for 10 points, what affliction that causes a spinning sensation?
ANSWER: vertigo <Weiner>
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6. In 2019, after a defender helped this football player up off  the ground, he trash talked that
defender by yelling "90 yard touchdown!" directly at him. This player started the 2008 AFC
Championship Game with a torn ACL. After another quarterback refused to play for the team that
drafted him, this N.C. State alum was traded for that player, (*) Eli Manning. After 16 seasons with
one franchise, this player became an AFC South team's first star quarterback since Andrew Luck. The 2020
Indianapolis Colts were led by, for 10 points, what player who spent much of  his career with the Chargers?
ANSWER: Philip (Michael) Rivers <Andert>

7. A music video by this group was edited to remove a statue of  Ganesha placed on the ground next
to one of  its members. A member of  this group demands "Oh wait til' I do what I do" in a song
whose title is meant to evoke the sound of  a gun firing. Rather than saying "in the house," this
group often begins songs by claiming to be (*) "in your area." This group's 2020 album, which is
appropriately just titled The Album, spawned a single in which the claim "Coldest with the kiss" is made by
guest vocalist Selena Gomez. "How You Like That" and "Ice Cream" are hits by, for 10 points, what K-pop
girl group whose name consists of  two colors?
ANSWER: Blackpink <Nelson>

8. Description acceptable. A series of  photographsin one of  these scenes depicts the same man
dressed as the Easter Bunny and a giant turkey. In one of  these scenes, an object hidden in the
floorboards of  a house is a reference to the Grim Reaper. The claim that "one plus one is more than
two" is made in one of  these scenes, which frequently depict a large, white (*)gazebo and a cheery
neighbor named Agnes. One of  these works describes "a newlywed couple just moved to town," one
member of  which is described as a "magical gal." Successive decades of  TV sitcoms are evoked by, for 10
points, what scenes that introduce a Disney+ show starring Paul Bettany and Elizabeth Olson?
ANSWER: openings to WandaVision [accept anything indicating theme songs or opening credits of
episodes of WandaVision; prompt on openings or theme songs by asking "for what show?"] <Weiner>

9. In one film, one of  these beings adopts a stepsonnamed Mateo and runs a small drapery
business. The veterinarian Kate Brewster is attacked by one of  these beings with a female
appearance in a 2003 film. The resistance fighter Kyle Reese fights against one of  these beings,
which were devised by (*) Cyberdyne Systems. One example of  these beings was played by Robert Patrick
in a 1991 film, in which his face re-assembles after being distorted by a shotgun blast. Skynet created, for 10
points, what androids who often hunt John and Sarah Connor and are exemplified by the T-800?
ANSWER: Terminators [prompt on T-1000 or other specific names of  Terminators] <Nelson>

10. This activity was invented by Wayne Godinet, a Boys & Girls Club employee who found that
adding holes to its primary implements was necessary. Emily Fox set the first certified world record
in this activity, in which Chan Keng Ian holds multiple current records. "Shorties" are a piece of
equipment that can be used in this activity. A 2010 rule change in this activity removed the "turn
and (*) tap" portion of  its "cycle" event. The official timing devices of  this activity are also used for
speedcubing. The 3-3-3 and 3-6-3 are events in, for 10 points, what "sport" whose participants build and
take down pyramids made of  drinking containers?
ANSWER: sport stacking [accept cup stacking] <Andert>
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11. A boy in this show goes to a pizzeria where he learns that the number 69 in Rick's username is
not a joke and refers to his birth year, 1969. A lesbian on this show botches her coming-out to her
parents after practicing her confession with a robot named Gears Brosnan. Because he is the idol of
the protagonist's father, John McEnroe (*) narrates all but one episode of  this show. That father on this
show died of  a heart attack during its protagonist's orchestra recital, widowing her mother Nalini. Devi
Vishwakumar (vish-wah-KOO-mar) is the main character of, for 10 points, what 2020 Netflix show created by
Mindy Kaling, whose title evokes a social game whose players name things they haven't done?
ANSWER: Never Have I Ever <Rao - Pothuraju>

12. Tame Impala repeatedly asks this figure to "say your stupid line" in their song "The Less I
Know the Better." Peter Pan, Frankenstein, and this figure form a trio of  people that Queen does
not believe in since they would rather ride a bicycle. Bonnie Tyler claims this figure is the only
person who "can sweep her off  her feet." A 2013 Daughtry song titled for (*)"Waiting for" this figure
claims he "washes his cape at a laundromat" and "saves the day at the Five and Dime." A 1999 rock song
asks "If  I go crazy, will you still call me" this figure. For 10 points, name this superhero described in 3 Doors
Down's hit "Kryptonite."
ANSWER: Superman [accept "Waiting for Superman"] <Rao - Pothuraju>

13. In one scene, several of  these things are calmeddown by the "quiet coyote." A special group of
these things all feature the words "wind," "star," "dream," or "moon" in their names and are
known as the Mystics Without Borders. Four of  these things are seen entering the Excitable
Pavilion under the guidance of  (*)Jerry. A very stubborn one of  these things is mentored about the
importance of  living in the "Great Before"; that character is voiced by Tina Fey and named 22. After falling
down a manhole, the jazz pianist Joe is reduced to being, for 10 points, what ineffable thing that titles a 2020
Pixar film?
ANSWER: souls <Weiner>

14. Wild Bill Kelso destroys part of  this object inthe film 1941. In the film version of The Lightning
Thief, a portion of  this structure houses the entranceto the underworld. The city that contains this
landmark also contains a tribute to it that reads "Think Blue" and sits outside a (*) baseball
stadium. Bojack Horseman stole a portion of  this structure, which sits in Griffith Park. Six people were
arrested for making a juvenile alteration to this structure early 2021. The suffix "LAND" was once a portion
of, for 10 points, what landmark that spells out the name of  an L.A. neighborhood?
ANSWER: Hollywood Sign <Rao - Pothuraju>

15. This venue is the last remaining remnant of  theFederal League, for which it hosted a team
named the Whales. Tryouts for the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League were held at
this venue, which is named for that league's founder. William Veeck Sr. suggested a historic feature
of  this park, which exempts it from an MLB rule regarding player (*)safety. Because its operators
resisted installing lights for decades, this park did not host a night game until 1988. A large red marquee,
external rooftop seating, and outfield walls covered in ivy are signatures of, for 10 points, what longtime
home of  the Chicago Cubs?
ANSWER: Wrigley Field <Nelson>
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16. A written form of  this action is "deleted" inthe lyrics of  a song by Wolf  Alice. In the song
"Échame la Culpa", Luis Fonsi tells Demi Lovato "solamente te falta," or "you only need," one of
these things. In a chorus sung by Sammie, the claim that "I wanna get with you tonight / But I
cannot" leads to a suggestion of  doing this "Thru the (*)Phone" in a Soulja Boy song. This thing will
be given to strangers "til I find someone I love" and "til I find someone I trust" in a song by DNCE. A
breakout hit in which this action occurs recalls the taste of  cherry chapstick. For 10 points, Katy Perry
claimed "I liked it" after taking what action with a girl?
ANSWER: a kiss [accept word variations like kissing; accept beso; accept "Don't Delete the Kisses" or
"Kissing Strangers" or "I Kissed a Girl"] <Andert>

17. This man both directed and starred in a film about the Duluth Bulldogs, a fictional team based
on the early NFL's Duluth Eskimos. This man's directorial debut, a biopic about game show host
and alleged CIA operative Chuck Barris, was titled Confessions of  a Dangerous Mind. Along with
Grant Heslov and Ben Affleck, this man produced the Best Picture winner (*) Argo. As an actor, this
man voiced an animal who battles the farmers Boggis, Bunce, and Bean, and played the ringleader of  a
group that robs three casinos in one night. Fantastic Mr. Fox stars, for 10 points, what actor who played
Danny Ocean in the modern Ocean's Eleven films?
ANSWER: George (Timothy) Clooney <Weiner>

18. After residents of  this location become coveredin feathers, NASA scientists believe their lost
satellite is showing them footage of  Martians. An exiled Latin American dictator and a criminal
played by Don Rickles are among a surprising number of  people who visit this place. A resident of
this place often referred to his clumsy companion as "little (*) buddy." Lovey Howell and her
millionaire husband Thurston Howell III become residents of  this place after surviving an incident on the
S.S. Minnow. For 10 points, name this remote place occupied in a 1960s sitcom by a guy named Gilligan.
ANSWER: (the island from) Gilligan's Island [prompt on island] <Maharjan>

19. A yellow- and blue-haired one of  these animalsnamed Tawna came from another universe to
replace an overly sexualized character of  the same name. A muscular and cybernetic one of  these
animals teams with an evil mask named Uka Uka. Nitrus Brio helped to create a highly intelligent
one of  these animals named (*)Coco. Both Coco and her older brother, who is also one of  these animals,
appear in a 2020 game subtitled It's About Time. The mad scientist Neo Cortex genetically engineered a
heroic example of, for 10 points, what marsupial exemplified by the video game character Crash?
ANSWER: bandicoots [accept Tawna Bandicoot or Crunch Bandicoot or Coco Bandicoot or Crash
Bandicoot] <Nelson>

20. This NBA team's partnership with Fox Bet was the first partnership between a betting service
and an individual team. Former Kings coach Dave Joerger (YAY-gur) is now an assistant coach for
this franchise. This team's roster includes veteran center Dwight Howard and Stephen (*) (STEFF-en)
Curry's brother Seth. Under former GM Sam Hinkie, this team employed a strategy of  essentially being bad
on purpose, which landed them Australian star Ben Simmons. The phrase "Trust the Process" was often
repeated by Joel Embiid of, for 10 points, what NBA team whose secondary logo depicts Ben Franklin?
ANSWER: Philadelphia 76ers [or Sixers; accept any underlined portion] <Maharjan>
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1. Scottish mailman Nathan Evans recorded a song about this figure that was praised for resonating with a
"bored and claustrophobic" community. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this worker who will "bring us sugar and tea and rum" and "soon may" come in a ballad that the
Longest Johns also covered in 2020.
ANSWER: The Wellerman [accept "Soon May the Wellerman Come"]
[10] While "Soon May the Wellerman Come" is best described as a ballad, it nonetheless kicked off  a 2020
craze around this centuries-old genre of  work songs.
ANSWER: sea shanty [or sea shanties or sea chanty or sea chanties; accept whaling songs or whaler
songs or ShantyTok]
[10] At the craze's height in December 2020, the Longest Johns combined hundreds of  video submissions
into a mass choir of  this sea shanty, whose title action must be done "for the voyage is done and the winds
don't blow."
ANSWER: "Leave Her, Johnny, Leave Her" <Vopava>

2. Because one question about The Killers isn't enough, for 10 points each, answer the following about the
use of  the song "Mr. Brightside" in American football:
[10] Fans of  this Big Ten school sing "Mr. Brightside" in the fourth quarter of  home football games at its
stadium, which is known as "The Big House" and is the largest stadium by capacity in the U.S.
ANSWER: University of Michigan [accept Wolverines]
[10] "Mr. Brightside" has also been sung at this college's home football games, whose head coach was Tom
Coughlin (koff-lin) from 1991-1993. Doug Flutie and Matt Ryan played quarterback at this college.
ANSWER: Boston College [prompt on "Eagles"]
[10] The Killers themselves played "Mr. Brightside" during a halftime show in this team's Allegiant Stadium.
This team played its first season in its current location in 2020.
ANSWER: Las Vegas Raiders [accept either] <Andert>

3. "I swell and burst when I see what we become" is one of  the many, many suggestive lyrics in this song,
which is a favorite among bar patrons in the town of  Husavik (HOO-sah-vik). For 10 points each:
[10] Name this upbeat song that Lars Ericssong often reluctantly plays, despite considering it artistically
unfulfilling.
ANSWER: "Ja Ja Ding Dong" (yah yah ding dong)
[10] Lars and his best friend Sigrit comprise the group Fire Saga, who longs to compete in this annual
competition in a 2020 comedy film.
ANSWER: Eurovision Song Contest [or ESC; accept Eurovision Song Contest: The Tale of  Fire Saga]
[10] In the film, Fire Saga hails from this country, whose real-life musicians include Of  Monsters and Men
and Björk.
ANSWER: Iceland <Vopava>
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4. A video titled "SEAGULLS! (Stop It Now)" begins with this man noting "I hate Brenda, and a bad guy
hit me in the shin, and I peed all on my pants." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this iconic film character, who is told in the video to "run, run, run, jump" and to "swing from a
hairy vine" by a character who is acting as his "backpack."
ANSWER: Luke Skywalker [prompt on Skywalker]
[10] "SEAGULLS! (Stop It Now)" was created by this YouTube channel, which dubs in humorously weird
dialogue based solely on facial movements.
ANSWER: Bad Lip Reading
[10] In the video, Yoda apparently forgot that he put one of  these things "in our basket," prompting him to
ask, "Hey, what's that stank?"
ANSWER: a fish <Andert>

5. Despite fighting at Fort Sumter and Gettysburg, this man is best known for an entirely untrue claim made
about him by the Mills Commission in 1908. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this former major general who, despite the commission's assertion, definitely did not invent
baseball.
ANSWER: Abner Doubleday
[10] The commission concluded that Doubleday created baseball in 1839 in this New York town, despite the
only evidence being testimony of  a man who was five years old. Nevertheless, this town was made the home
of  the Baseball Hall of  Fame.
ANSWER: Cooperstown
[10] This British bat-and-ball game, which dates back to the 1500s and bears a strong resemblance to
baseball, is one of  the many more plausible sources for baseball's origins.
ANSWER: Rounders <Nelson>

6. This word is typically accompanied by "Meme Man," a poorly rendered 3-D face, augmented to be
wearing a suit. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this made up word, which is sarcastically used to describe a bullish fiscal opportunity.
ANSWER: stonks
[10] In a truly remarkable example of  stonks, the value of  this electronics retailer skyrocketed in 2021 after
users of  the subreddit "Wall Street Bets" executed a short squeeze on the company's stocks.
ANSWER: GameStop
[10] In October 2020, a Reddit user named "Stonksflyingup" ("stonks flying up") called out this investment
firm as vulnerable due to its shorting of  GameStop. This group lost about half  of  its wealth in the short
squeeze.
ANSWER: Melvin Capital <Andert>
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7. The cry "gimme a beat!" kicks off  a song that exhaustively discusses this quality. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this adjective that denotes the kind of  boy who can address the singer as "Miss Jackson" in a 1986
single.
ANSWER: nasty
[10] The "Miss Jackson" who sings "Nasty" is this youngest member of  the Jacksons, who severed nearly all
ties with her family shortly before making her 1986 album Control.
ANSWER: Janet Jackson [or Janet Damita Jo Jackson; prompt on "Jackson"]
[10] Ignoring studio pressure to write more radio-friendly hits like "Nasty," Jackson created this 1989
concept album with strong themes of  racial injustice. It holds the record for most Top 5 hits off  a single
album, with seven.
ANSWER: Rhythm Nation (1814) <Vopava>

8. In a joking comparison to Krzysztof  Kieślowski's (KRISS-toff kris-LOFF-skeez) Three Colours trilogy, Edgar
Wright dubbed a trio of  his films as theThree Flavours Cornetto trilogy. For 10 points each:
[10] The first film in the trilogy is titled Shaun of  [these people]. The title is a nod to George Romero's films
titled Dawn of  [these people]and Night of  the Living[these people].
ANSWER: the dead [accept Shaun of  the Deador Dawn of  the Deador Night of  the Living Dead
[10] This actor co-wrote the trilogy with Wright and stars in all three films, including playing Shaun in Shaun
of  the Dead.
ANSWER: Simon (John) Pegg [or Simon John Beckingham]
[10] The title location of  the last film in the trilogy,The World's End, is one of  these locations. InShaun of  the
Dead, the insufferable David finally dies while in one of  these places.
ANSWER: pub [or public house; accept bar or tavern] <Weiner>

9. One of  these things in HBO'sSharp Objects is, in a horrific plot twist, partly made from the teeth of
murder victims. For 10 points each:
[10] Name these perennially creepy playthings, one of  which is owned by the little girl Flora and hints at the
presence of  ghosts inThe Haunting of  Bly Manor.
ANSWER: dollhouses [or doll's houses]
[10] A dollhouse with an exact replica of  her bedroom is owned by this witch and girlfriend of  Nick Scratch
on a supernatural teen drama that aired from 2018 to 2020.
ANSWER: Sabrina Spellman [accept Chilling Adventures of Sabrina]
[10] After moving in to avoid catching chicken pox, Jackson accidentally breaks the childhood dollhouse of
one of  the title characters of  this WB series set in Stars Hollow, Connecticut. A four-episode revival of  it
aired on Netflix in 2016.
ANSWER: Gilmore Girls <Vopava>
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10. The playground rhyme "Down Down Baby" has been used in the lyrics of  numerous rap and R&B
songs. For 10 points each:
[10] The most notable example may be its use in the chorus of  "Country Grammar," the debut single by this
rapper of  "Hot in Herre" and "Dilemma."
ANSWER: Nelly [or Cornell Iral Haynes Jr.]
[10] This Usher song with an abbreviated name has a chorus loosely based on the rhyme, claiming "Baby let
me love you down, there's so many ways to love ya."
ANSWER: "OMG"
[10] This 2020 song by Kyle, Rich the Kid, and J. Camp also uses the rhyme in its chorus, which states
"Down, down, baby, oh, she goin' crazy."
ANSWER: "Yes!" <Nelson>

11. This game's "Season 2" featured medieval themed maps and cosmetics. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2020 game, which is subtitled "Ultimate Knockout." Its players control cute,
jellybean-shaped characters who must survive a series of  goofy physical challenges to become the last one
standing.
ANSWER: Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout
[10] Numerous unlockable costumes in Fall Guys are based on characters from other games; one such
costume is based on Gordon Freeman, the protagonist of  this pioneering first-person shooter series.
ANSWER: Half-Life
[10] One of  the final rounds fromFall Guys has players attempt to be the last one standing on a tower made
of  layers consisting of  these shapes. The name of  that round is a pun on this shape's name.
ANSWER: hexagons [or Hex-A-Gone] <Weiner>

12. Many sports broadcasts have been accompanied by iconic theme music. For 10 points each:
[10] John Tesh's "Roundball Rock" was the theme of  NBA broadcasts on this network from 1990 to 2002.
This network also airs Sunday Night Football and a whole bunch of  Olympics coverage.
ANSWER: NBC [or National Broadcasting Company]
[10] Leo Arnaud's "Bugler's Dream", which is constantly played during NBC's Olympic coverage, begins not
with a bugle but with a solo for this pitched instrument.
ANSWER: timpani [or kettledrum]
[10] Tony Britten based the anthem that plays during broadcasts of  this competition on Handel's Zadok the
Priest. That anthem for this competition features yells of  "Die Meister, Die Besten" in its chorus.
ANSWER: UEFA Champions League [accept UEFA Champions League Anthem; prompt on UCL; do
not accept or prompt on "UEFA Europa League"] <Weiner>
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13. Until Bloomberg News finally tracked down one of  its reclusive creators, many viewers believed this show's
videos were the product of  a Russian content farm. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this toddler-oriented sing-along series that, per Variety, was Netflix's most-watched title of  the
year in 2020.
ANSWER: CoComelon ("coco-melon")
[10] CoComelon is available on Netflix, Hulu, and as a downloadable channel on this popular digital media
device whose name is Japanese for "six."
ANSWER: Roku
[10] Pretty much all CoComelon segments feature this blond-haired baby whose cries and laughs are made
entirely from stock sound clips.
ANSWER: Baby J.J. <Vopava>

14. For 10 points each, answer the following about books mentioned in the Arthur song "Library Card":
[10] Mr. Haney is secretly reading Go. Dog. Go!, a book by this author, who depicted a baby bird asking the
title question to a steam shovel in Are You My Mother?
ANSWER: Phillip Dey Eastman [accept Phill Eastman]
[10] Along with Where The Wild Things Are and The Giving Tree, Buster mentions this book in which the
Shepherd siblings find an enchanted item that bears the warning "Do not begin unless you intend to finish."
ANSWER: Jumanji
[10] Fern mentions this Roald Dahl book in which Augustus Gloop, Mike Teavee, and Veruca Salt
accompany the title character on a tour of  the title facility after winning golden tickets.
ANSWER: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory <Rao - Pothuraju>

15. For 10 points each, name these films in which James Marsden has played heroes who interact with CGI
animals:
[10] The most recent such film was this 2020 video game adaptation whose title creature was given a total
design overhaul by Paramount after its original version was widely panned for being terrible.
ANSWER: Sonic the Hedgehog
[10] In 2008 Marsden played Prince Edward, who interacts with Giselle's chipmunk companion in this
mostly live-action film, whose protagonist is magically transported to modern-day Manhattan.
ANSWER: Enchanted
[10] Marsden starred in this 2011 Illumination feature as the human who befriends E.B., a rabbit who
refuses to become the next Easter bunny.
ANSWER: Hop <Vopava>
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16. Sue Bird had a Finals record 16 assists in Game 1 of  the 2020 WNBA Finals. For 10 points each:
[10] Bird plays for this team, who won the 2020 WNBA Finals. This team's home arena was once shared
with the SuperSonics.
ANSWER: Seattle Storm [accept either]
[10] Shortly after winning the title, Bird announced her engagement to this soccer star, who earned the
Golden Ball at a major 2019 tournament.
ANSWER: Megan (Anna) Rapinoe (rah-PEE-noh)
[10] This teammate of  Bird, who was drafted first overall by the Storm in 2016, scored 37 points in Game 1
and was named the 2020 Finals MVP.
ANSWER: Breanna (Mackenzie) Stewart [accept Breanna Baldwin] <Andert>

17. The importance of  these things is illustrated by countless comparisons, including "like vows at a celebrity
wedding" and "like borders to Germans." For 10 points each:
[10] Name these things that "don't matter" and are arbitrarily given out after rounds like "Party Quirks" or
"Let's Make a Date."
ANSWER: the points on Whose Line Is It Anyway?
[10] One way to earn the meaningless points on Whose Line Is It Anyway? is this game in which two players,
typically Ryan Stiles and Colin Mochrie (MOCK-ree), describe tracks on a bizarrely-themed compilation album,
which another player then has to sing.
ANSWER: Greatest Hits
[10] Invariably, the player who had to sing in "Greatest Hits" was this Black series regular who now hosts
Let's Make a Deal.
ANSWER: Wayne (Alphonso) Brady <Vopava>

18. For 10 points each, answer the following about connections between famous musicians and Jack Daniel's
Old No. 7 Tennessee Whiskey:
[10] This singer loved Jack Daniel's so much so he was buried with a bottle of  Old No. 7. This member of
the Rat Pack sang the classics "Strangers In The Night" and "My Way."
ANSWER: Frank Sinatra [or Francis Albert Sinatra]
[10] This guitarist of  the Rolling Stones was an avid drinker of  Old No. 7, and was often photographed
carrying a bottle of  it.
ANSWER: Keith Richards [accept Keith Richard]
[10] Lemmy Kilmister, the bassist of  this band behind "Ace of  Spades," allegedly drank a bottle of  Old No.
7 every day for 38 years.
ANSWER: Motörhead <Maharjan>
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19. For 10 points each, name these actors who starred in films featuring Theresa Harris, a prolific Black
actress who was almost solely relegated to stereotypical servant roles:
[10] One of  her first roles was as the maid Laura in 1931'sHorse Feathers, which starred Zeppo, Harpo, and
the other core members of  this comic family.
ANSWER: Marx Brothers
[10] In 1947 she appeared in Miracle on 34th Street as Cleo, the maid to the Walker family, including Susan, the
skeptical daughter played by this future star of West Side Story. She drowned under somewhat unclear
circumstances while on vacation in 1981.
ANSWER: Natalie Wood [or Natalia Nikolaevna Zakharenko]
[10] Harris received a proper credit as the slave Zette in Jezebel, a Civil War-era romance that won this iconic
actress her second Oscar. She was known for her distinctive blue eyes.
ANSWER: Bette Davis [or Ruth Elizabeth Davis] <Vopava>

20. For 10 points each, answer the following about the career of  comedian and actor Colton Dunn:
[10] In an episode of  this NBC show set in a Walmart-esque locale, a wheelchair-bound character played by
Dunn implores shoppers to ask "Why would we do that?" after announcing that all beef  products are 80%
off.
ANSWER: Superstore
[10] At the start of If  Google Was A Guy, a recurring sketch by this comedy website, Dunn asks questions like
"Exclamation point but for quiet?" This site also produced the web show Jake and Amir and the original
Adam Ruins Everything.
ANSWER: CollegeHumor
[10] Dunn plays Herman Mendoza, a man who can run at superhuman speeds, in this sci-fi film by Rooster
Teeth, in which four people wear different parts of  a battle suit to fight the Worg.
ANSWER: Lazer Team <Andert>


